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Luisa’s Acts and All those Done in the 
Divine Will are the Defense of All 

 
 

Isaias (Isaiah) 19:20 

It shall be for a sign, and for a testimony to the Lord of hosts in the land of Egypt. For they 
shall cry to the Lord because of the oppressor, and he shall send them a Saviour and a 

defender to deliver them. 
 

V29 – May 27, 1931 - “My daughter, Luisa, Good is not subject to dying, and as the 
Life of Good Rises, It Places Itself as Defense of all creatures; and if the creatures 
who are Disposed Take that Good, they not only Remain Defended, but Take the 
Life of that Good; and the Good Rises and Forms as Many Other Lives for as Many 
creatures who Take It.  And for those who are Not Disposed, It Remains Always as 
their Defense, Waiting for them to Dispose themselves.  The Acts Done in My Will 
Acquire the Seed of Light, and Just as the light, though one, has the Virtue of giving 
light to any eye that wants the good of the light in order to make it its own, the 
same for the littlest Acts Done in My Divine Will:  since It is Immense and Envelops 
All, the littlest Act Becomes Light and Defense of all; not only this, but it Requites 
its Creator of the Love, Glory and Adoration that, by Right, He Expects and 
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Demands from creatures.  The Acts Done in My Will Have Always something 
Prodigious, and, of Their Own, They Say:  ‘We Are the Defense of All; we Remain 
between Heaven and earth to Defend the creatures, and with Our Light, We Are 
Light of every mind; We Are the Defenders of Our Creator by Repairing Him with 
Our Perennial Acts for the offenses that rise from the earth.’ 
 

V29 – September 7, 1931 - “My daughter, Luisa, Do Not Fear; You Must Know that 
one step gives life to another step, one Good is Life and Support of Another Good, 
one act calls to life another act; and even evil, sin, is life of other evils and of other 
sins.  Things never remain isolated, but almost always have their succession.  Good 
is Like the Seed, that Possesses the Generative Virtue; as long as one has the 
Patience to Sow It into the Bosom of the earth, It will Produce ten—twenty times 
as much.  The Same for the creature; if she has Patience and Remains Attentive to 
Enclose in her soul the Seed of the Good that she has done, she will have the 
Generation, the Multiplicity—One Hundredfold, of the Good Acts that she has done.  
And if you Knew What it Means to do a Good Act!  Each Act is a Protection that she 
Acquires, and a Voice Speaking Before Our Throne of the one who has done a Good.  
For each Additional Act of Good, so Many More Defenders does the creature have 
for her Defense; and if the circumstances of life cause her to find herself in such 
constraints and trials that it seems that she might want to vacillate and fall, the 
Good Acts that she has done take on the Appearance of Assailers, and they Assail 
Us, so that the one who has Loved Us and has had a Succession of Many Good Acts 
May Not Vacillate; and They Run around the creature as Supporters, that she may 
not give up in the trial.  And suppose that there had been a Sequence of Acts Done 
in Our Will—Oh! then in Each Act there is a Divine Value and Virtue Defending the 
creature.  We See in Each of her Acts Our Will as though Engaged, therefore We 
Ourselves Make Ourselves Defenders and Supporters of she who Has Given Life in 
her Acts to Our Divine Fiat.  Can We perhaps deny anything to Ourselves?  Or 
disregard Our Will Operating in the creature?  No, no.  Therefore, Do Not Fear, but 
rather, Abandon yourself like a little Newborn in Our Arms, that you May Feel Our 
Support and the Protection of your very Acts.” 
 


